SALSA On Ice Report: 23 November 2017
Drill Team Update by Dar Gibson
Weather: Overcast and warm and clear most of the day until the snow moved in at about 16:00.
Visibility ½ mile with snow, wind from NE at 5kts and temperature of 21F/-6C at 19:00.
Forecast for tomorrow calls for continued snow and strong winds.
SALSA Drillers on ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Justin Burnett, Bob Zook.
Activities:
• Bob, Justin and Graham spent the day on the sea ice testing SCINI components. Please
see Justin’s C-534 daily report for details.
• NIU container cleared of all remaining snow. Ready for Science Cargo to finish stowing
cargo inside and ship north.
• Began final cleaning and organizing of CCU container for winter storage.

SCINI team returns from testing on the sea ice

C-534 On Ice Report by Justin Burnett
•
•
•
•

The SCINI team loaded up a Pisten Bully and trailer, to head out on the sea ice and test
the winch and susbsea tether termination
The winch performed flawlessly. The repaired fiberoptic line and slip ring assembly have
gone according to plan.
The umbilical termination powered on, and reached steady state thermal operation. All
systems performed nominally.
At some point, the high voltage power draw began to creep to unexpectedly high values.
The dive was terminated, and a root-cause investigation will ensue.

GPS Station Update
Location: McMurdo Station, Antarctica
Personnel on Ice: Matthew Siegfried (Stanford University), Susheel Adusumilli (Scripps
Institution of Oceanography)
•

•

•
•

Work and training is mostly done for Susheel and Matt, so they took the morning to do
site visits at the Operation IceBridge and ROSETTA-Ice tents at the airfield. Both of
these projects are airborne geophysical surveys, with IceBridge using AirTec’s brand new
BT-67 Basler and ROSETTA using a New York Air National Guard LC-130. Matt is an
IceBridge Science Team member and was part of the 2015 data collection effort for
ROSETTA-Ice; SALSA executive committee member Helen Fricker is a ROSETTA-Ice
principal investigator.
Susheel and Matt had one last meeting before they are ready to take off to Shackleton
Camp. This meeting was with our point-of-contact in McMurdo, the head of the Berg
Field Center, the head of Field Safety & Training Program, and the head of the Search
and Rescue team, in order to make sure all of our i’s are dotted and our t’s crossed with
our safety plan.
Tomorrow brings one last training: Glacial Travel & Crevasse Rescue, which will be an
all-day affair.
After dinner, the galley hosted a pop-up “McMurdo Museum”, where people created
small exhibits of artifacts from around town (and around the continent) from the past
century. This was one of the most interesting events Matt has attended in his seven
seasons of work in Antarctica. Peruse the collection of historical pictures here:
https://photolibrary.usap.gov/

Figure 1. IceBridge (left) and ROSETTA (right) tents at Willy Field

Report by Matthew Siegfried

